Book Reviews medical texts of the period. The detailed evaluation of these recipes by comparison with scientific experiments on the plants used in the medical systems of, for example, India and Latin America then forms the second part of his argument.
It is also possible to question Riddle's theory of knowledge. He suggests that information on effective plant contraceptives was transmitted within female networks, until these became separated from the world of university-trained physicians after the Middle Ages. This information was based on observation. However, he also provides eloquent testimony to the context within which the plants were used; not only in compound prescriptions, but also in conjunction with other methods such as amulets, pessaries, sexual positions and incantations. In such a context, how did our ancestors know which of the many elements was effective? Furthermore, were the right plants being used for the wrong reasons? The squirting cucumber has now been shown to have anti-fertility effects, but was it used in early contraceptive recipes on sympathetic magic principles, because of the way it ejects its seeds when the fruit dries?
As Durling's work is an excellent edition and another fundamental contribution of this eminent scholar to the knowledge of the first Greek-Latin translators and to the study of the tradition of Greek medicine in the Western world.
Stefania Fortuna, University of Pisa SANDER GILMAN, The Jew's body, New York and London, Routledge, 1991, pp. xii, 303, illus., £10.99 (paperback, 0-415-90459-5) .
"You Jews are so wonderfully clever and inventive, aren't you?", inquired (gushingly not snarlingly) an acquaintance of mine only the other day. Whether the pejorative twist to "clever" is (as is often said) peculiarly English, I'm not sure, but nevertheless the anti-Semitic implications of such "praise" clearly rejoin a long European tradition, as Sander Gilman shows us in The Jew's body, a book which runs rather wider than its title suggests. Another line is that the Jews are highly prone to lunacy or, yet again, never truly creative-i.e. always both intellectually and socially parasitic.
Gustave Le Bon took that view, which no doubt bolstered his confident insistence that Einstein had pinched the theory of relativity from him. The elaborated models which underpin such wearyingly familiar and obnoxiously repeated commonplaces-all those confident assertions of the fixed "stigmata" of the Jewish "mind" and "body" (flat feet, "nostrilly" noses and "goggle eyes" or piercing stares feature prominently)-are traced through their dizzying fits and starts in this erudite inquiry. The book considers the effects of all this on both Jewish and gentile perception; it ranges from remarks about the early history of Christianity to the contemporary German novel; from Galton's composite portraits of the essential face of the "Hebrews", through the (as it were) "ethnic cleansing" function of "nose jobs", designed and sometimes eagerly accepted by assimilating Jews in America; from special "syphilitic" dangers to the haemorrhoid peculiarities of these "aliens in our midst". The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are the periods of particular focus, the eras in which a decisive new network of racial anthropological and degenerationist images was set in place.
